CLEM's Community of Dreamers, Believers, and Very High Achievers

Our goal is to ensure our students gain a solid educational foundation from the start. We do this by embedding social and emotional practices throughout our school day, so that students learn how to manage their emotions within themselves as well as with others. This is a basic requirement for advancing in life. Most all jobs that effect our economy rely on science, technology, engineering, art and math (STEAM). For this reason, we embed STEAM and the Engineering Design Process throughout our instructional day. Join us to learn more about our interactive learning opportunities we provide!

Carter-Lawrence Elementary Magnet School's Open House

When

*Thursday, Jan. 21st, 5pm*

Where

*This is an online event.*

🔗 Join conversation

teams.microsoft.com
• 5:00 Greeting
• 5:05 Overview of School
• 5:15 Educator Experience
• 5:20 Parent Experience
• 5:25 Student Experience
• 5:30 Questions from Families
• 5:40 Closing

STEAM Experience
Students learn CPR from a certified nurse.

STEAM Experience
Students plan, design, and create.

STEAM Experience
Students learn yoga from a certified yogi.